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NEW QUESTION: 1
Ihr Netzwerk enthÃ¤lt eine Active Directory-DomÃ¤ne mit dem
Namen contoso.com.
Sie erstellen ein Benutzerkonto mit Name User1. Die

Eigenschaften von Benutzer1 werden in der Ausstellung gezeigt.
Sie planen, das Konto Benutzer1 als Dienstkonto zu verwenden.
Der Dienst leitet Authentifizierungsanforderungen an andere
Server weiter.
Sie mÃ¼ssen sicherstellen, dass Sie die Registerkarte
Delegierung in den Eigenschaften des Benutzerkontos 1 anzeigen
kÃ¶nnen.
Was solltest du zuerst tun?
A. An einer Eingabeaufforderung. FÃ¼hren Sie den Befehl
regsvr32.exe aus.
B. Aktivieren Sie unter Active Directory-Benutzer und -Computer
die Option Erweiterte Funktionsansicht.
C. Konfigurieren Sie unter Active Directory-Benutzer und
-Computer die Namenszuordnungen von Benutzer1.
D. FÃ¼hren Sie an einer Eingabeaufforderung den Befehl scts.exe
aus.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following best describes realizing the full
potential from RPA?
A. Establishing RPA as an IT Project
B. Focus on adapting the culture of the organization, as well
as building specific RPA skills and capability
C. Do not include IT in rolling out RPA into the organization
D. Ensure the organization RPA is a desktop solution that
anybody can install and use
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A security administrator is responsible for performing periodic
reviews of user permission settings due to high turnover and
internal transfers at a corporation. Which of the following
BEST describes the procedure and security rationale for
performing such reviews?
A. Review the permissions of all transferred users to ensure
new permissions are granted so the employee can work
effectively.
B. Ensure all users have adequate permissions and appropriate
group memberships, so the volume of help desk calls is reduced.
C. Ensure former employee accounts have no permissions so that
they cannot access any network file stores and resources.
D. Review all user permissions and group memberships to ensure
only the minimum set of permissions required to perform a job
is assigned.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Reviewing user permissions and group memberships form part of a

privilege audit is used to determine that all groups, users,
and other accounts have the appropriate privileges assigned
according to the policies of the corporation.
Incorrect Answers:
B. Reviewing the permissions of the transferred users does not
address the high turnover of staff only the transfers.
C. Employing measures to ease the help desks work load is not
reason to review user permission settings.
D. Ensuring all former employee user accounts have no
permissions only address the employees that left and not the
transfers.
References:
Dulaney, Emmett and Chuck Eastton, CompTIA Security+ Study
Guide, 6th Edition, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, pp. 9-10

NEW QUESTION: 4
A technician wants to securely manage several remote network
devices. Which of the following should be implemented to
securely manage the devices?
A. RIPv2
B. WPA2
C. IPv6
D. SNMPv3
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
To manage the remote network devices we need to use a network
management protocol. SNMP has become the de facto standard of
network management protocols. The security weaknesses of SNMPv1
and SNMPv2c are addressed inSNMPv3.
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